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RI GI NAL United States District Court
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

CASE NUMBER 1 :08-MJ-0082

RANDY SPIVEY

see attached affidavit

Continued on the attached sheet and made a part hereof. (X ) Yes () No

&g-nature of Complainant
Brett Turner

Based upon this complaint, this Court finds that there is probable cause to believe that an offense has been committed
and that the defendant has committed it . Sworn to before me, and subscribed in my presence

Atlanta, GA
City and State

Signature of Judicial Officer
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
V .

CARDS LOPEZ
STEFAN ANDRE CHAMPAGNE
DAVID RAY WHITE and

JAP4 E:S N HtiT -;wt~ L;iark

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

I, the undersigned complainant, being duly sworn, state that the following is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief:

From on or about January 15, 2008, to on or about January 24, 2408, in the Northern District of Georgia,
the defendants knowingly and intentionally conspired to possess with the intent to distribute five
kilograms or more of cocaine and carried and used firearms during the commission of a drug trafficking
offense, in violation of Title 21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(1), 841(b)(1)(A}and 846 and Title
18, United States Code, Sections 924(c) and 2 .

I further state that I am a Special Agent with the Bureau of Alcohol , Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) and that
this complaint is based on the following facts :

January 25, 2008 at
Date

Alan J. Baverman
United States Magistrate Judge
Name and Title of Judicial Officer
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4. In January of 2008, I re-established contact with LOPEZ, who again
expressed an interest in the robbery scheme. We agreed to meet and
this time LOPEZ brought Andre CHAMPAGNE with him . The pair agreed
to assist me in my plan of robbing my employer of his wares . The next
step, I explained, was for me to meet everyone who was going to
participate, so I could be sure that everything "checked out" and that
everyone was trustworthy .

I, Brett Turner, being duly sworn, state the following :

1 . Since June of 2001, I have been employed as a Special Agent with
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) . In that
capacity, I investigate violations of federal law . Prior to joining ATF, I
worked as a Special Agent with the United States Department of State
Bureau of Diplomatic Security for approximately three years .

2 . This affidavit is submitted for the limited purpose of establishing
probable cause that Carlos LOPEZ, Andre CHAMPAGNE, David Ray WHITE,
and Randy SPIVEY conspired to possess with the intent to distribute five
kilograms or more of cocaine and carried and used firearms during the
commission of a drug trafficking offense, in violation of Title Z1, United
States Code, Sections 841 and 846 and Title 18, United States Code,
Sections 924(c) and 2 . Accordingly, this affidavit does not set forth every
fact known to me .

3 . In November of 2007, ATF agents became aware of certain soldiers
from the U .S . Army who were interested in participating in an armed
robbery of purported cocaine traffickers in an effort to steal the
traffickers' cocaine . One of those soldiers was Carlos LOPEZ . Acting in
an undercover capacity, I met with LOPEZ and another soldier to explain
my fictional situation : I was routinely hired by a certain group of Mexican
cocaine traffickers to assist in protecting their stash houses . However, I
had become disenchanted with this group when they refused to front me
several kilograms of cocaine and now I wanted to "rip them off" by
stealing an entire load (always 25 kilograms or more) -- but I needed
persons who the drug dealers could not associate with me in any way to
make the hit. While both LOPEZ and his colleague expressed interest,
and met with me several times to discuss the logistics of such an armed
robbery, no deal was ever reached .
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5 . To that end, on Z/15/2008, I met with LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, WHITE,
and SPIVEY in an office located within the Northern District of Georgia .
LOPEZ introduced WHITE and SPIVEY as the other half of the robbing
crew. During the meeting, I explained to LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, WHITE,
and SPIVEY the details of the planned armed robbery . Specifically, I
explained that everyone would need to be we!l armed and in possession
of some kind of silencing/muffling device for their firearms, in case the
team fired shots . Based on my alleged past experience with this
organization, I guaranteed that at least twenty five (25) kilograms of
cocaine would be present for the taking . I continued by stating that at
least one armed guard, an individual known to me as "Oso," would be
present. When I finished describing the scenario, I asked if there were
any questions or concerns .

6 . LOPEZ began by asking about what would be done after the
robbery. Specifically, LOPEZ wanted to know how he and his co-
conspirators were going transport and store the cocaine prior to selling
it . All four soldiers, especially SPIVEY and WHITE, then began asking me
questions pertaining to the number of armed guards, the likely location
of the cocaine, the type of houses generally used by the drug dealers, any
obstacles that would hinder a fast entry into the house, etc . SPIVEY
interjected that he was an expert in urban assault and that details about
the house and location of the armed personnel were important . All four
defendants, who are members of the United States Army Rangers, asked
questions pertaining to the execution of the robbery .

7 . Once the tactical questions began to wane, I asked if everyone was
" 1 00%" behind this and if everyone was committed to the described
armed robbery. All four defendants stated verbally and/or non-verbally
(i .e ., nodding of the head) that they were willing to commit the armed
robbery . I explained that they needed to be certain since I could not take
any chances on someone who was not commuted to the robbery . Again
the four defendants assured me that they were willing to commit the
robbery .

8. Y began asking questions of the four concerning their work
schedules . LOPEZ stated that because this was January, they would be
free until the first of February . At one point, LOPEZ turned to SPIVEY for
confirmation of the scheduling . I then explained that I would receive a
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phone call the day before a load of cocaine was to come in . The drug
dealers would then ask me if I was available to help guard the stash of
cocaine the following day while it was being distributed . I continued by
saying that the next day, I would receive another phone call telling me
where the stash house was located . When I was one-half hour from the
stash house, I was expected to call the drug dealers. Once I was sure of
the scheduling issue and that the crew understood the process of how I
was going to receive the information on the location of the stash house,
the meeting concluded . The meeting was recorded .

9 . On 1/23/2008, I placed a call to LOPEZ and informed him that I had
received a call from the drug dealers that a cocaine delivery would be
made tomorrow . LOPEZ called back later that day and told me that he
would round up the crew and meet me in the Buckhead area of Atlanta
later that night . The phone call was recorded . Per agreement with the
defendants, I had obtained hotel rooms for them in Buckhead ; LOPEZ,
WHITE, and CHAMPAGNE spent the night there .

10. On 1/24/2008, Z communicated with LOPEZ, WHITE, and
CHAMPAGNE to explain to them where to meet me . At approximately
1220 hours, l met with LOPEZ, WHITE, and CHAMPAGNE in a parking lot
at the intersection of Abernathy and Roswell Roads . I pointedly asked
everyone if they had everything they needed for the robbery and if they
were ready. Once I saw everyone nodding their head in agreement, I
asked them to follow me to pick up the vehicle that I was going to give
the soldiers to use in the armed robbery . We then drove in tandem to a
storage location off of Roswell Road in Sandy Springs, Georgia .

11 . At the storage location, I got out of my vehicle and began to talk to
LOPEZ, WHITE, and CHAMPAGNE about the robbery . The first item I
brought up was the absence of SPIVEY . SPIVEY had appeared at the
1/15/08 meeting described earlier in this affidavit and had committed
himself to helping the crew with the robbery . LOPEZ stated that SPIVEY
is their boss. LOPEZ continued by explaining that he, WHITE, and
CHAMPAGNE could not have taken the day off from work without SPIVEY
covering for them at the Army base where they all work . LOPEZ assured
me that SPIVEY was still part of the team ; he was simply playing a
different role . I asked if SPIVEY was still going to get a cut of the
cocaine . All three individuals -- LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE,, and WHITE --
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stated adamantly that SPIVEY would get a cut . I then began asking if
they had brought the guns needed to accomplish the robbery . All three
individuals affirmed verbally and/or non-verbally (i .e ., by nodding) that
they did . I specifically asked WHITE if he had been able to get a silencer .
(WHITE was designated at the 1/15 meeting as the one to provide the
silencer) . WHITE stated that he did not have the silencer . The three
wanted to go over the robbery scenario again . Specifically, they were
interested in how they were going to get into the house . Once that
question was answered to their satisfaction, WHITE explained that their
plan was for one of them to take me to the ground and restrain my hands
with flex cuffs. WHITE then stated that they would leave me with a knife
so I could cut my way out, adding more depth to the story that I was
going to have to provide the drug dealers when explaining the robbery
and incapacitation of the other guard(s) present . Shortly thereafter, the
conversation concluded with me telling the crew that I needed to make
a phone call . Moments later, LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, and WHITE were
arrested without incident.

12. As a result of the search incident to arrest, semi-automatic pistols
were found on LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, and WHITE . An AR-15 assault rifle
was found in the vehicle in which LOPEZ, WHITE, and CHAMPAGNE had
been traveling, along with a field pouch filled with fifteen (15) magazines
of ammunition for the assault rifle and a medic kit with WHITE's name on
it . Additionally, a ski mask, binoculars, 2 quarts of ammonia, zip ties that
had already been staged as flex cuffs, and a Laser were found among the
items brought by LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, and WHITE . CHAMPAGNE had
latex gloves on underneath regular gloves . WHITE had latex gloves in his
pocket.

13. Once in custody, LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, and WHITE were Mirandized .
Each defendant voluntarily waived his rights, signed a written waiver, and
agreed to speak with agents . LOPEZ confirmed that, on 1/23/08, he had
told SPIVEY that the call had come in from the drug dealers and that
SPIVEY had agreed to cover for the crew during their absence from the
army training facility on 1/24/08 . CHAMPAGNE and WHITE explained that
they had no contact with SPIVEY on either 1/23/08 or 1/24/08 .

14 . Based on the aforementioned facts I believe there is probable cause
to charge LOPEZ, CHAMPAGNE, WHITE, and SPIVEY with conspiring to
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possess with the intent to distribute five kilograms or more of cocaine and
to carry and use firearms during the commission of a drug trafficking
offense, in violation, respectively, of Title Z1, United States Code,
Sections 841 and 846 and Title 18, United States Code, Sections 924(c)
and 2 .
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